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The trusted and comprehensive Goode's World Atlas has been the standard in educational
atlases for more than 75 years. The latest edition features fully updated content, with nearly 250
pages of maps. Features include: political maps of the continents, the U.S. and Canada;
thematic maps that cover environments, world wildlife distribution, forests and many other
subjects; 30,000 entry pronunciation guide and 109 page index.

From the Inside FlapCurrently more than 100,000 patients undergo blood and marrow
transplantation (BMT) annually worldwide, a number which is steadily increasing. Long-term
survival after BMT has improved significantly since its inception over 40 years ago, due to
improved supportive care and early recognition of long-term complications. With broadening
indications, more options for BMT, and improvement in survival, by 2020 there may be up to a
million long-term survivors after BMT globally.Higher than average rates of second malignancies
and cardiopulmonary, infectious, endocrine, and renal diseases, and bone loss or avascular
necrosis amongst this population suggest that the rapidly swelling ranks of BMT survivors
require more frequent screening and earlier interventions than the general population.The
purpose of Blood and Marrow Transplantation Long-Term Management is to describe practical
approaches to screening for and managing these late effects, with the goal of reducing
preventable morbidity and mortality associated with BMT.This unique new book is the first to
address the needs of the increasing population of long-term survivors after stem cell
transplantation, making it a must-have resource for all oncologists, hematologists, and primary
care physicians involved in the long-term management and care of BMT patients.Titles of
related interestThomas’ Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation, 4th editionPractical Stem Cell
TransplantationMollison’s Blood Transfusion in Clinical Medicine, 12th editionFrom the Back
CoverCurrently more than 100,000 patients undergo blood and marrow transplantation (BMT)
annually worldwide, a number which is steadily increasing. Long-term survival after BMT has
improved significantly since its inception over 40 years ago, due to improved supportive care
and early recognition of long-term complications. With broadening indications, more options for
BMT, and improvement in survival, by 2020 there may be up to a million long-term survivors after
BMT globally.Higher than average rates of second malignancies and cardiopulmonary,
infectious, endocrine, and renal diseases, and bone loss or avascular necrosis amongst this
population suggest that the rapidly swelling ranks of BMT survivors require more frequent
screening and earlier interventions than the general population.The purpose of Blood and
Marrow Transplantation Long-Term Management is to describe practical approaches to
screening for and managing these late effects, with the goal of reducing preventable morbidity
and mortality associated with BMT.This unique new book is the first to address the needs of the



increasing population of long-term survivors after stem cell transplantation, making it a must-
have resource for all oncologists, hematologists, and primary care physicians involved in the
long-term management and care of BMT patients.Titles of related interestThomas’
Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation, 4th editionPractical Stem Cell TransplantationMollison’s
Blood Transfusion in Clinical Medicine, 12th editionAbout the AuthorEdited by Bipin N Savani
Professor of Medicine, Director, Long Term Transplant Clinic, Hematology and Stem Cell
Transplantation Section, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville, TN, USARead more
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The Scientific Endeavor: A Primer on Scientific Principles and Practice Goode's World Atlas



Terry Parker, “Must have for TTU students taking Geog1401.. A of 2022, volume 21-23 are still
acceptable for Geog1401”

W. D ONEIL, “As Goode as They Get. When my father began work at the University of Michigan
in 1932 toward a PhD in geography, he bought a copy of the then-new _Goode's_, the standard
of geographers then as now. As the years went on he bought successive editions, giving me his
old copies. I still have the first of these, a "revised and enlarged" edition of 1933.I grew up with
maps. I remain fascinated with them and use them (and create them) constantly in my work. That
old _Goode's_ is one of dozens of atlases on my shelves, and one of eight editions of this title
that I have owned. The newer editions of it are the atlases I refer to most frequently. When I need
more detail I try the massive and wonderful _Times World Atlas_, or turn to various geographic
software packages I own. But nine times in ten I quickly find what I need, clearly and attractively
presented, in _Goode's_. When I must travel to do my work and can take only one atlas, it is
_Goode's_.Despite its compact and handy size, _Goode's_ does not compromise on coverage
and detail. In fact, it is better on both counts than the great majority of "coffee-table" atlases. The
key to this is that _Goode's_ is a just-the-fact atlas. There are no pictures, the text is brief and to
the point. Fundamentally this is a map book. Color, shading, and standardized symbols are used
effectively convey information. The density of presentation is chosen judiciously, packing as
much information as possible in each map without making it necessary to squint through a
magnifier. The gazetteer is excellent and comprehensive for an atlas of this size. Introductory
material includes a nice introduction to cartography and map projections. There is a superb
section of global thematic maps, analyzing many particular features of the physical and social
landscape, and specialized thematic maps for each major region of the globe. This is an atlas
with everything that is necessary and nothing that is not. No other atlas can come close for
general utility, let alone value.The only other atlas I have ever found that could compare in any
way with _Goode's_ is the beautiful first edition of _The Oxford Atlas_, compiled in Britain after
World War II when the economic conditions made skilled work astonishingly cheap.
Unfortunately, the _Oxford_ has gone far downhill since then.If you want a good desk atlas for
reference, this is the one.”

J. Lindner, “Goode's World Atlas. In a world whose national boundaries change nearly every few
months (which is a slower pace than a decade ago), this atlas does a very good job of
displaying its content. The maps are easily read and show enough cities and features to make
this a standard for both high school and college geography courses. It also has resource maps
of the continents showing the economics and population trends in our world today. I bought this
for my daughter after viewing it in the library and feel that for the money it offers the best deal
available in its price range.”



S.D., “Goode's is pretty good. I bought this book for a Geography class for two reasons: It was
required and everyone should have an atlas of somesort as a reference or answering the kids'
question , "Is Italy really shapped like a boot?" The book revealed everything there is to know
about a specific region. I know that there are a lot of websites geared towards maps and
geography, but having a real hard cover book where one can turn the page cannot be replaced
by a click of a mouse and zooming in. My only gripe is that the cover around the hardcover is
paper and rips really easy. Aside from that, the book was really informative and I ended up
getting an 'A' in the class.”

bwasow, “Nice Atlas. It is a nice world atlas, with a lot of additional maps -- economic,
meteorological, oceanographic, geological -- as well as political and physical maps. Although it
is updated frequently, there appears to be no effort to include and update the highway networks,
which change a lot in developing areas. The book is in near perfect condition and it arrived very
quickly; excellent service.”

mac gordon, “a world tour. I have always used Rand Mcnally maps of the US. When I wanted a
comprehensive world map, I chose the Rand Mcnally, Goode's World Atlas. I found it to be an
excellent work of reference. It provides information for many aspects of each nation, from crops
and climate to political persuasion.This book is a valuable addition to my 'library'.”

Douglas Figueredo, “Complete. I bought this to use in our document processing center to use
with MapInfo and for manually plotting cities (when there are just a few) in Visio. Best part for us
is that there is a huge list of cities with longitude and lattitude already given, which helps us plot
those cities in MapInfo even if they are not included in our data sets. Great update - worth
getting.”

The book by Rand McNally has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 70 people have provided feedback.
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